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Quantum Tunnelling based Ultra-compact and Energy Efficient Spiking Neuron 1 

enables Hardware Liquid State Machine 2 

Ajay K. Singh, Vivek Saraswat, Maryam Shojaei Baghini, Udayan Ganguly 3 

Low-power and low-area neurons are essential for hardware implementation of large-scale SNNs. Various novel 4 

physics based leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron architectures have been proposed with low power and area, 5 

but are not compatible with CMOS technology to enable brain scale implementation of SNN. In this paper, for the 6 

first time, we demonstrate hardware implementation of LSM reservoir using band-to-band-tunnelling (BTBT) 7 

based neuron. A low-power thresholding circuit and current-to-voltage converter design are proposed. We further 8 

propose a predistortion technique to linearize a nonlinear neuron without any area and power overhead. We 9 

establish the equivalence of the proposed neuron with the ideal LIF neuron to demonstrate its versatility. To verify 10 

the effect of the proposed neuron, a 36-neuron LSM reservoir is fabricated in GF-45nm PDSOI technology. We 11 

achieved 5000x lower energy-per-spike at a similar area, 50x less area at a similar energy-per-spike, and 10x lower 12 

standby power at a similar area and energy-per-spike. Such overall performance improvement enables brain scale 13 

computing.  14 

euromorphic computing intends to emulate 15 

the neural structure and operation of the 16 

human brain to perform complex cognitive 17 

tasks in the real world. Neuromorphic architectures 18 

have been preferred for complex tasks like 19 

classification, pattern recognition, and speech 20 

recognition to avoid the enormous computing power 21 

required by Von-Neumann computing 22 

architectures1–3. Spiking neural networks (SNNs) are 23 

considered third-generation neural networks4, which 24 

provide area and energy efficiency. Hardware SNN 25 

substantially outperforms a general-purpose CPU-26 

emulated SNN in terms of power, area, and 27 

runtime5,6. The larger the SNN, the higher is the 28 

severity of required computational resources. Thus, 29 

hardware SNNs are thus a natural choice for solving 30 

complex tasks towards brain-scale computing. 31 

In a biological neural network, neurons communicate 32 

via spikes. The membrane potential, in a biological 33 

neuron, is produced by various electrochemical 34 

mechanisms across the insulating lipid bilayer cell 35 

membrane which acts as a leaky capacitor7. The 36 

membrane capacitor integrates the inhibitory and 37 

excitatory postsynaptic currents, arriving through the 38 

neuron dendrites. The membrane potential, upon 39 

reaching a certain threshold, generates an action 40 

potential and the event is termed as ‘firing’ or 41 

‘spiking’ of the neuron. This process is mentioned as 42 

integrate-and-fire8. 43 

Hardware realization often requires simplification of 44 

complex Hodgkin–Huxley model9, Izhikevich 45 

neuron models10, and other threshold-based neuron 46 

models11. Leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron, 47 

considering its simplicity, is one of the most 48 

commonly used models as it focuses mainly on two 49 

important neural dynamics i.e., leaky integration of 50 

postsynaptic currents and the subsequent firing. 51 

Neurons based on emerging technologies (e.g., 52 

memristors, Phase Change Memories, etc.) have 53 

been proposed widely. Yet, the aspirations for brain-54 

scale emulation of ~100 billion neurons in a network 55 

make mature technologies like conventional CMOS 56 

a compelling choice. Yet there are critical 57 

challenges. Emulating integration in conventional 58 

CMOS technology predominantly relies on storing 59 

membrane potential to a capacitor, which is a 60 

challenging task owing to the area required for even 61 

small capacitor realization (~100fF) necessary for 62 
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slower neuronal integration vis a vis biological 63 

timescale given the high on-current in CMOS in a 64 

millisecond to seconds. To increase the timescale or 65 

reduce capacitor area, the subthreshold operation is 66 

suggested to reduce current. The subthreshold 67 

current is highly sensitive to small voltage changes 68 

and hence difficult to control. An even lower current 69 

occurs in transistors in the conventional off-state at a 70 

high source-drain bias (i.e., at the current floor) 71 

based on quantum tunnelling from source to the body 72 

– typically considered a parasitic effect for transistor 73 

operation. Reference12 utilized such a band-to-band-74 

tunnelling (BTBT) current integrated cross the 75 

intrinsic capacitance of the floating body in a silicon 76 

on insulator (SOI) MOSFET to demonstrate a 77 

compact integrator for an improved neuronal 78 

architecture. Quantum tunnelling provides excellent 79 

control over extremely low current levels enabling 80 

ultra-low power integrator with the very low area. 81 

Yet, a few key questions remain towards realizing 82 

brain-scale computing. First, the quantum tunnelling 83 

current is exponential with voltage in nature leading 84 

to non-linear neuron input to output spiking rate 85 

relation, while the LIF model used in algorithms 86 

assumes a linear voltage dependence on current. 87 

Hence, a conventional LIF model enabled neuron is 88 

compelling. Second, the neuron integrator and reset 89 

circuit need to be designed and demonstrated 90 

completely on silicon in a standard CMOS foundry 91 

flow to evaluate its performance experimentally. 92 

Third, a small prototype of a full neural network with 93 

multiple neurons integrated through synapses on 94 

silicon is essential to evaluate the complete 95 

functionality of the neuron in a network. In such a 96 

system, the power, performance, and area are 97 

evaluated. The power has two elements – energy per 98 

spike and standby power. The energy per spike is a 99 

popular metric. However, major energy efficiency in 100 

biology stems from sparse coding13,14. Here, the 101 

neuron rarely spikes. Hence, the standby power 102 

becomes critical. Such a small block may be 103 

replicated or scaled up towards the feasibility 104 

assessment of brain-scale computing. 105 

In this paper, we demonstrate a complete recurrent 106 

neural network based on an improved quantum 107 

tunnelling neuron and static synapses and evaluate 108 

the neuron’s performance in a network. The entire 109 

neural network is fabricated in a commercial 110 

GlobalFoundries (GF) 45nm partially depleted SOI 111 

(PDSOI) technology towards the feasibility of brain-112 

scale networks. First, we present an improved BTBT 113 

integrator and reset circuit design for a complete 114 

neuron. This enables us to operate at an extremely 115 

low leakage current in the idle state of the integrator 116 

while doubling the output spiking frequency range. 117 

Second, we propose a predistortion technique in the 118 

current to voltage converter (CVC) to linearize 119 

BTBT neuron characteristics. We demonstrate the 120 

equivalence of the proposed BTBT neuron to the 121 

ideal LIF neuron model – which enables direct 122 

translation of algorithms to hardware. Finally, we 123 

show a liquid-state-machine (LSM) reservoir 124 

comprising 36 neurons and 256 synapses to 125 

demonstrate the feasibility of neural network 126 

hardware, a significant step towards the realization 127 

of brain-scale computing on silicon. 128 

Liquid State Machines and LIF neuron 129 

An LSM is essentially a recurrent SNN that consists 130 

of an input neuron layer, a reservoir, and an output 131 

layer. The structure of LSM implemented for speech 132 

classification is shown in Fig. 1(a). The input layer is 133 

realized using Lyon’s passive ear model15 and Bens 134 

Spiker Algorithm (BSA)16,17 in software. The 135 

reservoir comprises neurons with recurring fixed 136 

weight synapses generated randomly18 or by 137 

approximating the spatial distribution of biological 138 

neurons19. The reservoir is implemented in hardware 139 

using the proposed BTBT neuron in GF 45nm SOI 140 

technology. Reservoir neurons are connected to 141 

output layer neurons via plastic (learning) synapses, 142 

whose weights are adjusted as per training data and 143 

learning rules during the training. The learning 144 

synapses and output neuron layer as implemented in 145 

software. 146 

Fig. 1(b) shows a typical biological neuron structure. 147 

Postsynaptic input currents (IS) are received through 148 



dendrites which sum it up �Im = ∑ ISii �. to charge up 149 

the leaky membrane capacitor to produce a 150 

membrane potential (Vm). When soma (Vm) exceeds 151 

a threshold then the neuron spikes to complete the 152 

LIF function. The generated spike travels through the 153 

axon, and other connected neurons are 154 

communicated about the occurred event. Fig. 1(c) 155 

shows the algorithmic representation of the 156 

biological neuron20. The circuit equivalent model of 157 

the ideal LIF neuron is shown in Fig. 1(d). It consists 158 

of a membrane capacitor Cm for charge storage, 159 

leakage resistance (RL) in series with resting 160 

potential (EL), a threshold detector, and a reset switch 161 

SRST. The transient waveform of a typical LIF neuron 162 

is shown in Fig. 1(e). 163 

BTBT based SOI neuron 164 

Band to Band Tunnelling based Integration. For a 165 

large-scale SNN implementation, it is desirable to 166 

have a very low-power neuron as their basic building 167 

block. A low-power neuron requires a low power 168 

integrator, and a low power threshold detector and 169 

reset circuit. Fig. 2(a) shows the operating current of 170 

a MOSFET in three operating regions namely BTBT, 171 

sub-threshold, and above-threshold. A very low 172 

power integrator can be obtained by operating the 173 

integrator circuit in the BTBT region as shown in 174 

Fig. 2(a).  175 

The 3D structure of a PDSOI MOSFET with body 176 

contact is shown in Fig. 2(b). The device is used as a 177 

leaky integrator in BTBT mode by applying 178 

sufficient high voltage between the body and 179 

source/drain junction. The body of the device is used 180 

as an integrator output terminal. Fig. 2(c) explains 181 

the leaky integration function using the band diagram 182 

and schematic for BTBT operation of the PDSOI 183 

MOSFET 12. The body of the MOSFET represents 184 

the soma of the biological neuron where the current 185 

integration takes place. The gate of the MOSFET is 186 

connected to the ground and high positive potential 187 

is applied to the drain terminal. The minority 188 

electrons in the body tunnel to the drain (Id,BTBT) 189 

leaving holes in the body to cause the body potential 190 

to rise. Isb,leak is the hole leakage current between 191 

source and body, which results in the leaky 192 

integration. However, there is also an electron 193 

leakage current from drain to source through the 194 

conduction band which results in power loss. Since 195 

the drain terminal needs to be maintained at more 196 

than a certain potential for BTBT to occur, this 197 

source to drain leakage is significant.  198 

We propose a modified BTBT integrator shown in 199 

Fig. 2(d), where the source and drain of the BTBT 200 

operated transistor (MBTBT) are at the same potential 201 

to avoid the electron leakage current between source 202 

and drain. The input voltage VIN is applied to both 203 

the source and the drain terminal of MBTBT. The gate 204 

 

Fig. 1. Speech classification using LSM, biological neuron structure, and circuit analogy. (a) Implemented Spiking Neural 

Network used for speech classification. (b) Biological neuron mainly consists of soma, dendrites, and axon. (c) Basic neuron 

algorithm, i.e., summation, leaky integration, and fire. (d) Circuit equivalent of a neuron. (e) The transient waveform of a typical 

LIF neuron. Neuron starts spiking if 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 > 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡ℎ and spiking frequency increases proportionally to the input current. The neuron is 

reset to resting potential EL by switch SRST if the membrane potential exceeds the threshold (Vm > Vth).   



of the transistor MBTBT is connected to the ground. 205 

Integrated output Vbody is obtained at the body 206 

terminal of MBTBT. Fig. 2(e) shows the band diagram 207 

of the proposed BTBT integrator in which source and 208 

drain are tied together and input is applied to both the 209 

source and drain terminals. Shorting of drain and 210 

source terminals has two big advantages. First, it 211 

eliminates the source to drain leakage path which 212 

results in low power consumption. Second, BTBT 213 

occurs at both the source and drain junctions leading 214 

to doubling of BTBT current which ultimately 215 

doubles the spiking frequency. 216 

The GF-45nm PDSOI technology provides circuit 217 

simulations capability on the Cadence® Spectre® 218 

platform to enable our design. Fig. 2(f) shows the 219 

simulated power performance comparison of the 220 

proposed BTBT neuron with that reported in 221 

reference12. The current IIN drawn from the input is 222 

shown for different process corners on the left y-axis. 223 

The leakage current from drain to source12 is process-224 

dependent. If the resting potential of the BTBT 225 

neuron is 1V. The proposed technique achieves more 226 

than an order of power saving in the idle state of the 227 

neuron. There is small leakage current flow in the 228 

proposed neuron as well during the idle state. This 229 

 

Fig. 2. BTBT operation and motivation. (a) BTBT operates at an extremely low current ensuring power saving. (b) PDSOI 

MOSFET architecture with body contact. (c) Band diagram of PDSOI with large drain bias applied, resulting in BTBT operation. 

(d) Proposed neuron circuit using BTBT in PDSOI MOSFET as the leaky integrator. Drain and source shorted to enable BTBT 

at both terminals. (e) Band diagram of PDSOI with a large bias applied to drain and source shorted, resulting in BTBT current 

from source as well as from drain to the body while eliminating the source to drain leakage. (f) Power and dynamic range 

improvement by proposed integrator using MBTBT. 



leakage current flows from the body of the BTBT 230 

transistor through the non-ideal reset switch 231 

implemented using a MOSFET. The spiking 232 

frequency vs. Input voltage is shown on the right y-233 

axis. We can see that spiking frequency is process 234 

variation tolerant in both cases. However, the spiking 235 

frequency for a given input voltage is doubled in the 236 

proposed technique due to the double BTBT current 237 

available combining the source and drain 238 

contributions. Not only the spiking frequency is 239 

doubled, but the range of the spiking frequency is 240 

also more than doubled. Since the BTBT current 241 

going into the body of the MBTBT is doubled in the 242 

proposed technique, the neuron starts spiking at 243 

relatively lower input voltage as the body potential 244 

Vbody reaches the threshold of the threshold detector 245 

at lower VIN. Thus, the proposed neuron provides 246 

increased dynamic range along with negligible low 247 

leakage. 248 

It is observed from Fig. 2(f) that the BTBT spiking 249 

frequency is exponentially related to the applied 250 

input voltage, which does not match the ideal input 251 

current to the spiking frequency characteristic of a 252 

LIF neuron. Controlling the neuronal nonlinearity 253 

and its effect on the performance is presented next. 254 

Neuron circuit design. The BTBT neuron is a 255 

voltage input neuron. However, the synapses are 256 

mostly implemented in the current domain for ease 257 

of synapse output summation which occurs at the 258 

input of a neuron. Thus, a current to voltage 259 

converter stage (CVC) is required preceding the 260 

BTBT neuron which also enables current 261 

summation. The circuit diagram of the proposed 262 

BTBT neuron along with the current to voltage 263 

converter is shown in Fig. 3(a). The current to 264 

voltage converter stage used here is made up of an 265 

operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) 266 

connected in a negative feedback loop through a 267 

feedback resistor (RCVC). Apart from current to 268 

voltage conversion, this stage can serve other critical 269 

purposes as well. For example, the voltage VREF can 270 

be used to control the threshold current (threshold 271 

current modulation) of the neuron beyond which the 272 

neuron starts spiking. The value of RCVC can be 273 

selected appropriately to get the desired current to 274 

frequency sensitivity of the neuron. 275 

The threshold detector circuit of the neuron is made 276 

up of a chain of inverters, comprising four inverter 277 

stages as shown in Fig. 3(a). The reset switch is 278 

implemented using the transistor MRST. The inverter 279 

chain turns on MRST for the duration of inverter delay 280 

to fully discharge the BTBT based integrator. If a 281 

chain of only two inverters is used as a threshold 282 

detector circuit, an improper or partial reset of Vbody 283 

can occur due to process corner variation e.g., when 284 

the inverter delay is very small at fast-fast (FF) 285 

process corner. In this case, a partial reset of Vbody 286 

occurs. Fig. 3(b) shows the simulated time-domain 287 

waveform of Vbody and Vspike for two cases where two 288 

inverters and four inverters are used as threshold 289 

detector circuit. The simulation is done with an 290 

inverter supply (VDD,INV) of 0.4V at the FF process 291 

corner to show the partial reset of Vbody in the case of 292 

two inverters. It can also be seen that Vspike is unable 293 

to reach the logic input high level (VIH). This leads 294 

to spike detection failure while using a digital 295 

readout circuit. A synapse connected to the neuron 296 

may also not respond properly to the partially 297 

generated Vspike. Therefore, a chain of four inverters 298 

is used as a thresholding circuit for proper neuron 299 

operation across all process corners. 300 

The circuit design of the inverter stages is shown in 301 

Fig. 3(c), 3(d), and 3(e). Since most of the neurons in 302 

an SNN remain in the idle state most of the time, the 303 

thresholding circuit is designed to minimize the 304 

leakage current during the idle state. The inverters 305 

are designed to operate with very low supply voltage 306 

for low power operation. Thick oxide, high VT 307 

transistors are used to minimize the leakage current 308 

of the inverters. The schematic of stages 1 and 3 of 309 

the inverter chain is shown in Fig. 3(c). Since Vbody 310 

remains LOW in the idle state of the neuron, two 311 

long-channel NMOS stacked transistors MN1 and 312 

MN2 are used to minimize the leakage current. This 313 

also makes inverter stages 1 and 3 slow further 314 

enabling complete reset of the integrator. Similarly, 315 



in inverter stage 3, shown in Fig. 3(d), two long-316 

channel PMOS stacked transistors MP1 and MP2 are 317 

used. The last stage, i.e., stage 4 of the inverter chain, 318 

shown in Fig. 3(e), is designed for high speed to have 319 

fast output transitions to avoid the partial reset 320 

condition of Vbody discussed earlier. 321 

The OTA used in the current to voltage conversion 322 

stage is designed using a single-stage differential 323 

amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 3(f). In the current to 324 

voltage converter stage, only one branch (comprising 325 

MP2 and MN2) of the differential amplifier drives the 326 

load (RCVC). The other branch (comprising MP1 and 327 

MN1) acts as a reference for current mirroring. To 328 

save the current going into the reference branch, the 329 

transistors of the load driving branch of the 330 

differential amplifier MP2 and MN2 are skewed by a 331 

1:k ratio compared to MP1 and MN1. This allows the 332 

reference branch to operate at 1/k times lower 333 

current. The skew factor k however, needs to be 334 

implemented by increasing the size of MP2 and MN2 335 

by a factor of k, demanding an area penalty. The 336 

trade-off between power and area with respect to 337 

skew factor k is shown in Fig. 3(g). The power 338 

 

Fig. 3. BTBT neuron design. (a) Block diagram of current to voltage converter and BTBT neuron. (b). Reset case for 2 inverters 

vs. 4 inverters as thresholding circuit. 2 inverters may lead to improper reset at fast process corners. (c) Schematic of 1st and 3rd 

stage schematic of the inverter chain designed for low leakage at idle state. (d) 2nd stage schematic of the inverter chain. (e) 4th 

stage schematic of inverter chain designed for a fast transition to avoid partial reset. (f) Schematic of the OTA used for current to 

voltage conversion. The branches of OTA are skewed to save power in the branch which is not connected to the load. (g) Power 

and area trade-off in the OTA with the skew factor k. (h) Die photograph and layout, showing 36-neuron LSM containing current 

to voltage converter and BTBT neuron.  



consumption is shown on the left y-axis and the 339 

increase in area by factor is shown on the right y-axis. 340 

The power consumption is shown as the percentage 341 

of power consumption when k is 1. The area is shown 342 

as a factor of area increase compared to k=1 when all 343 

transistors are of unit size. The area penalty increases 344 

linearly with k while power reduction is proportional 345 

to 1/k. The skew factor of k=4 is chosen in this design 346 

which provides power saving of 37.5% with an area 347 

increase by a factor of two approximately. 348 

To demonstrate a complete spiking neural network, 349 

a 36-neuron LSM is fabricated in GF-45nm PDSOI 350 

technology to demonstrate the on silicon 351 

performance of the proposed BTBT neuron. Fig. 3(h) 352 

shows the die photograph and the layout, showing 353 

the LSM reservoir, current to voltage converter 354 

stage, and the BTBT neuron. The BTBT neuron 355 

consumes an area of less than 40μm2. 356 

Neuron Linearity 357 

In Fig. 2(f) it has been observed that the input 358 

voltage-to-frequency characteristic of the BTBT 359 

neuron is not linear. To study the effect of linearity 360 

of neuron characteristics on LSM performance, an 361 

LSM is simulated with different neuron linearity 362 

characteristics in MATLAB® and various 363 

performance metrics are observed. Fig. 4(a) shows 364 

linear and non-linear neuron characteristics. The 365 

spiking frequency (Fspike) is proportional to 366 

(IIN/IIN,max)β where IIN is the input current and IIN,max 367 

is the maximum input current supplied to the neuron. 368 

Normalization by IIN,max ensures a similar spiking 369 

frequency range for different values of β. β=1 370 

represents a linear neuron and the further we move 371 

away from β=1, higher or lower, the more non-linear 372 

the neuron becomes. Fig. 4(b) shows simulated LSM 373 

error versus β. It is observed that the error trend has 374 

minima around β=1 which implies a better accuracy 375 

with a wide window is obtained around the linear 376 

condition. Fig. 4(c) shows the simulated average 377 

power consumption of LSM versus β normalized to 378 

power consumption at β=0.25. It is found that the 379 

power consumption is low near-linear condition. 380 

Most importantly, algorithms overwhelmingly use 381 

“ideal” linear LIF neurons. Hence, controlling non-382 

linearity and enabling close to “ideal” neurons is 383 

attractive. 384 

Linearized BTBT neuron. The input voltage to 385 

frequency characteristics of the BTBT neuron is 386 

exponential in nature as seen in Fig. 2(f). This is due 387 

to the exponential dependence of the BTBT current 388 

on the applied input voltage. The input voltage to 389 

output frequency relation of the BTBT neuron can be 390 

written as: 391 

Fspike = K1 e (K2VIN) + K3 (1) 

where, K1, K2, and K3 are fitting constants. To get a 392 

linear frequency characteristic using the BTBT 393 

neuron, the voltage input to the BTBT neuron can be 394 

predistorted. To get the linearized response from the 395 

BTBT neuron, the predistortion characteristic should 396 

be inverse of the exponential characteristic observed 397 

in (1). Since we already use a current to voltage 398 

conversion stage to connect synapse current output 399 

to BTBT neuron voltage input, the predistortion can 400 

be implemented in the current to voltage conversion 401 

stage itself. The current to voltage relation for 402 

required predistortion can be described as: 403 

IIN = K4 e(K5VIN)
  (2) 

 where, K4 and K5 are arbitrary constants. Eq. 2 is of 404 

the identical form of the current equation of a 405 

MOSFET operating in the subthreshold region. The 406 

basic current equation of MOSFET operating in the 407 

subthreshold saturation region is given as: 408 

Id = Id0(W/L) exp  �Vgs/ηVT�  (3) 

 where, Id0 is characteristic current proportional to 409 

W/L, W and L are width and length of the transistor, 410 

respectively. Vgs is the voltage applied between the 411 

gate and the source of the transistor. η is the 412 

subthreshold slope factor and VT is the thermal 413 

voltage. To obtain linear current to frequency 414 

characteristics of the BTBT neuron, the exponent 415 

factor K2 in (1) should be the same as exponent factor 416 

K5 in (2).  417 



To get a tuning parameter that can control K5, a series 418 

of diode-connected transistors are used. Fig. 4(d) 419 

shows the simulated drain current (Id) of an N 420 

number of diode-connected transistors in series 421 

(shown in the inset figure) with respect to the applied 422 

voltage. An exponential fit is also drawn. If N 423 

transistors are used in series, the voltage across the 424 

series combination will be NVgs, where Vgs is the 425 

 

Fig. 4. Neuron linearity on 36-neuron LSM. (a) The Current-to-frequency characteristic of a linear and non-linear neuron is 

based on exponent parameter β. (b) Percentage error of LSM versus β demonstrating less error for linear neuron LSM. (c) 
Simulated average power consumption of an LSM versus β. Linear neurons in LSM lead to less power consumption. (d) Circuit 

simulation of a series connection of diode-connected MOS in the subthreshold region having an exponential voltage-to-current 

characteristic which is used for predistortion. The predistortion function can be changed as per requirement by choosing the 

number of MOS connected in series. (e) Schematic of BTBT neuron along with the current-to-voltage converter with the proposed 

predistortion module. (f) Measured non-linear voltage-to-frequency characteristic of BTBT neuron and linearized current to 

frequency characteristic with predistortion. (g) Circuit equivalent representation of a LIF model typically used for network 

simulations. (h) Performance tuning of an SNN using the weight scaling of the reservoir synapses, (i) (right y-axis) Experimental 

and simulated frequency vs input current characteristics, (left y-axis) the input current distributions to different neurons in a 

network is shown for 3 different weight scaling values (red, green and blue). The BTBT neuron is a close representation of the 

simulated LIF neuron specifically for the input currents range near-optimal weight scaling (αres=2). 

 



gate-source voltage applied to a single transistor. N 426 

can be changed to alter the predistortion 427 

characteristic to match the required predistortion 428 

function.  429 

Fig. 4(e) shows the circuit diagram of the current to 430 

voltage conversion stage and BTBT neuron with the 431 

proposed predistortion technique embedded in the 432 

current to voltage converter stage. A series of diode-433 

connected transistors are used as feedback load 434 

(RCVC). The Vgs applied to a single transistor from the 435 

N series transistor is VR,CVC/N. Thus, the current IIN 436 

flowing through RCVC, now can be written as: 437 

IIN = Id0(W/L) exp  �VR,CVC/NηVT�  (4) 

If N is chosen in such a way that 1/NηVT = K2. Then 438 

we get a linear relationship between input current and 439 

output frequency as: 440 

Fspike =
K1IIN

Id0(W/L)
+ K3 

(5) 

 Fig. 4(f) shows the measured non-linear voltage-to-441 

frequency characteristic of a typical BTBT neuron on 442 

the bottom x-axis. The measured linearized current 443 

to frequency characteristic is shown on the top x-444 

axis. In the green zone highlighted in Fig. 4(f), the 445 

BTBT current to frequency response is 446 

approximately linear with root mean square error 447 

(RMSE) of less than 1kHz which is less than 1.5% of 448 

the total linear dynamic range of the BTBT neuron. 449 

A series of diode-connected transistors consume 450 

much less area compared to an equivalent resistor. 451 

Thus, the predistortion function implemented using 452 

series of diode-connected transistors in place of a 453 

feedback resistor (RCVC) in CVC not only linearizes 454 

the BTBT neuron but also saves area without any 455 

extra power consumption.   456 

The simulation of large-scale spiking neural 457 

network, for hardware implementation, requires a 458 

versatile and simple model of a neuron. A linearized 459 

BTBT neuron characteristic not only helps in SNN 460 

performance improvement but also simplifies the 461 

implementation of the overwhelming number of 462 

SNN designs simulated using the ideal LIF neuron 463 

model. Fig. 4(g) shows the model schematic of an 464 

ideal LIF neuron model. The model consists of a 465 

membrane capacitance Cm parallel to a series 466 

combination of leakage resistance RL and battery EL. 467 

Switch SRST resets the membrane potential Vm if it 468 

crosses the threshold VTH. The switch SRST remains 469 

closed for the refractory period Tref for which 470 

membrane potential will not respond to any 471 

incoming current IIN. 472 

Fig. 4(h) shows the simulated performance of a 125 473 

neuron LSM using an ideal LIF neuron model for 10 474 

output classes of the TI46-Word dataset 21. The 475 

figure shows how the SNN performance changes 476 

with respect to scaling of LSM synapse weights 477 

(αres). We observe that the SNN accuracy rises 478 

slowly, peaks at certain αres, and then falls steeply. 479 

Fig. 4(i) on the left y-axis shows a simulated 480 

probability distribution function in logscale of the 481 

current received by a typical neuron for three αres 482 

points close to the peak which are indicated in Fig. 483 

4(h) by coloured arrows. On the right y-axis 484 

frequency response of the ideal LIF neuron and 485 

measured frequency of the BTBT neuron are shown. 486 

It can be observed that for αres of 1.5 and 2 the 487 

neurons rarely see the current which corresponds to 488 

the non-linear region of the BTBT neuron. For αres of 489 

2.5, a neuron goes into the non-linear region but only 490 

for less than 1% of the time. This manifests that the 491 

BTBT neuron can be used as a versatile ideal LIF 492 

neuron for large-scale implementation of 493 

neuromorphic networks in VLSI SOI technology.  494 

Performance and Benchmarking 495 

A 36-neuron LSM reservoir fabricated in 496 

GlobalFoundries 45nm SOI technology 497 

demonstrates the performance of the hardware-498 

implemented BTBT neuron in a spiking neural 499 

network chip. Fig. 5(a) shows the measured output 500 

frequency versus input voltage of a typical BTBT 501 

neuron for different inverter supply levels. It is 502 

observed that higher inverter supply levels provide a 503 

higher output dynamic range. Very low inverter 504 

supply levels tend to saturate the output frequency 505 

due to large reset delays associated with the inverter 506 



chain. Fig. 5(b) shows the power consumption of the 507 

integrator and inverter chain versus the input voltage 508 

of the BTBT neuron. Fig. 5(c) shows the energy 509 

consumed per spike for different input voltages by 510 

the BTBT neuron at various inverter supply levels. 511 

The minimum energy per spike obtained is 8.2fJ. The 512 

reported energy is the average energy consumed by 513 

the neuron during the integration phase as well as 514 

during the firing phase. It is observed that energy per 515 

spike increases with reducing VIN. This happens 516 

because, at lower VIN, the spiking frequency reduces 517 

significantly. The dynamic power consumption of 518 

the BTBT neuron reduces, however, the leakage 519 

current of the integrator and inverter chain becomes 520 

dominant. Energy per spike is a popular metric to 521 

benchmark neuron power consumption. However, 522 

static power or leakage power is essential for SNN 523 

where sparsity of spiking is used for energy 524 

reduction. The simulated leakage power of the BTBT 525 

neuron (VIN at 0.9V and VDD,INV at 0.34V) is 2.7pW 526 

at the typical corner.  527 

The 36-neuron SNN performance is measured for 528 

speech classification on the TI-10 data set. The Input 529 

spikes are generated using Lion’s ear model. Fig. 530 

5(d) shows the input raster plot of 20 input channels 531 

for the spoken digit “zero”. The output spikes of the 532 

36 neurons of the LSM are recorded using FPGA. 533 

Fig. 5(e) shows the measured output raster plot of 36 534 

outputs of the LSM. The learning synapse array and 535 

the output neuron layer is implemented in 536 

MATLAB®. The BTBT neuron model is used to 537 

implement neurons in the output layer. Fig. 5(f) 538 

shows the error percentage of 36-neuron LSM versus 539 

the number of classes for a) LSM simulated with 540 

ideal LIF neuron model and b) measured LSM with 541 

BTBT neuron. The percentage error of measured 542 

LSM is approximately double of the simulated ideal 543 

LIF neuron LSM. However, it should be noticed that 544 

physical LSM is also subject to several nonidealities 545 

like process variation, mismatch, and noise, which 546 

will be explored in detail in future publication. 547 

 

Fig. 5. BTBT neuron performance. (a) Measured frequency versus input voltage of a neuron for different inverter supply levels. 

(b) Measured BTBT integrator power and inverter power at various inverter supply levels. (c) Measured Energy per spike of 

BTBT neuron (d) Raster plot of input to LSM for “zero” spoken digit of TI46-Word dataset. (e) Measured raster plot of 36-

neuron LSM for “zero” spoken digit of TI46-Word dataset. (f) Measured LSM performance for different classes.  



TABLE 1: NEURON (INTEGRATOR, THRESHOLDING CIRCUIT AND RESET) BENCHMARKING 
 

Authors 
Neuron 

Model 

Input 

Type 

Circuit 

Type 
Platform 

Tech. 

Node 
Linear Freq. 

Area 

µm2 

Static 

Power 

Energy 

/Spike 

Hardware 

Implementation 

Special 

Features 

Ref.12 LIF Voltage 
Mixed 

Mode 
SOI CMOS 32nm No 150kHz 0.8 - 3.22fJ Integrator - 

Ref.22 IF Voltage 
Mixed 

Mode 

PC + 

CMOS 
14nm Yes 

10Hz- 

10MHz 
0.5-1 - 5pJ Integrator - 

Ref.23 IF Current 
Mixed 

Mode 
SOI CMOS - - ~70kHz ~ 12x103 - 360pJ Neuron AO 

Ref.24 Saddle Current Analog CMOS 0.35µm Yes 100 2740 1.5nW* 17.4pJ Neuron SFA 

Ref.25 
ML-

based 
Current 

Mixed 

Mode 
CMOS 65nm No 25kHz 35 30pW 4fJ Neuron - 

Ref.26 IF Current Analog 
SOI 

CMOS 
28nm - 100Hz 50 9.8nW 50pJ 

Neuromorphic 

processor 
SFA, RPM 

Ref.27 LIF Current Analog CMOS 0.35um - 1MHz 2800 1.3nW* 8pJ-9pJ 
Cortical Neuron 

Chip 

SFA, FS, IB, 

CH 

Ref.28 LIF Voltage 
Mixed 

Mode 
CMOS 90nm No 100Hz 442 16pW* 400fJ 

Scalable neural 

chip 
- 

This Work LIF Voltage 
Mixed 

Mode 
SOI CMOS 45nm Yes 100kHz 40 2.7pW 8.2fJ LSM Reservoir - 

RS-Regular Spiking, AO-Asymmetric Output used for spike-time-dependent-plasticity (STDP), SFA-Spike Frequency Adaptation, RPM-Refractory Period 548 

Modulation, FS-Fast Spiking, IB-Intrinsic Bust, CH-chattering, ML-Morris-Lecar, PC-Phase Change 549 

*Estimated Power 550 

Table 1 benchmarks the proposed BTBT neuron with 551 

state-of-art reported neurons in the literature. The 552 

benchmarking is done against neurons with three 553 

categories of hardware demonstrations; integrator, 554 

full neuron, neurons in a full network. First, the 555 

integrator category, only the integrator is 556 

implemented in hardware and threshold and reset 557 

circuit is simulated in software. Second, the neuron 558 

category, full neuron (integrator along with 559 

thresholding and reset circuit) is implemented in 560 

hardware and tested physically. Third, the network 561 

category, in which the neuron is implemented in a 562 

hardware neural network. Our demonstration shows 563 

the implementation of the neuron in a recurrent 564 

neural network with significant benefits across a 565 

comprehensive set of metrics. The proposed neuron 566 

is able to operate in a full neural network to enable a 567 

prototypical application of speech recognition. We 568 

make broad comparisons among neurons 569 

demonstrated in SNNs, where the exact functionality 570 

may not be equivalent. At the same area26, the 571 

proposed neuron is 5000x lower in energy/spike. At 572 

similar energy per spike27, it is 50x lower in area. 573 

With the best example for power and area25 for LIF, 574 

our neuron has 10x lower standby power. Thus, our 575 

neuron is a promising candidate to enable brain scale 576 

computing. 577 

CONCLUSION 578 

An ultra-low-power and area neuron is essential for 579 

the realization of large-scale SNNs. The sparse firing 580 

activity of a neuronal network also demands low 581 

leakage power of a neuron. Many compact low-582 

power novel physics based neurons are reported. Yet, 583 

a neuron design compatible with mature technologies 584 

is desirable for the brain-scale implementation of an 585 

SNN. Here, we presented CMOS compatible, 586 

compact, and energy-efficient LIF neuron design. 587 

Quantum-tunneling based single device integrator is 588 

used which enables ultra-low current operation as 589 

well low area. Subthreshold-based thick oxide 590 

inverter chain is used to enable low power and low 591 

leakage threshold detection and reset. A current to 592 

voltage converter is used as an input buffer and 593 

tuning circuit for the neuron. The non-linear input to 594 

output relation of the BTBT neuron is linearized 595 

using a predistortion function which is embedded in 596 

the current to voltage converter. The equivalence of 597 

the BTBT neuron to the ideal LIF neuron model is 598 

demonstrated which would facilitate direct 599 

translation of an algorithm-based SNN to hardware. 600 

To experimentally validate the performance of the 601 

proposed BTBT neuron, a 36-neuron recurrent 602 

neural network is fabricated in a commercial GF-603 

45nm PDSOI CMOS technology. We have 604 



demonstrated the ability of the BTBT neuron to 605 

operate in a physical recurring neural network to 606 

perform speech recognition applications. The results 607 

are compared against the ideal LIF model based 608 

network. BTBT neuron consumes extremely low 609 

leakage power of 2.7pW while the energy 610 

consumption of 8.2fJ/spike is achieved 611 

experimentally. With significant overall 612 

performance improvement, along with the industry-613 

standard CMOS technology implementation, we 614 

have demonstrated the possibility of brain scale 615 

computing. 616 
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